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【China's new energy car market creates opportunities

for automakers worldwide】

NEVs are gaining popularity in China, the world's largest auto market, thanks to a
string of supportive policies as they help reduce fossil fuel consumption and
address air pollution. Over 770,000 NEVs were sold in China last year, up 53.3
percent year-on-year.The country's stock of NEVs reached over 1.6 million, about
half of the world's total.

Electrification, intelligent connected vehicles, the sharing economy and
internationalization will be trends for the automotive industry. In March, the
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology issued the Key Working Points of
Intelligent Connected Vehicle Standardization for 2018 to promote and facilitate
the development of the intelligent connected vehicles industry, and advance the
development of fundamental standards and those that are in urgent demand.



The working points include following and implementing the national
telematics industrial standards guideline issued at the end of last year
and the development of advanced driver-assistance systems standards.
Also given priority is the development of standards regarding
autonomous driving. An intelligent connected vehicle standardization
commission will be established with working groups on driver assistance
systems and autonomous driving.

China will roll out policies to promote the development of fuel-cell cars
and detail plans on the construction of hydrogen refueling stations, as the
country steps up efforts to cultivate a globally competitive new energy
vehicles industry,

the top industry regulator said.

Miao Wei, minister of industry and information technology, said fuel-cell
cars are an important part of new energy vehicles and China aims to
achieve simultaneous development of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles with the
international community.According to him, the ministry will make more
efforts to perfect top-level policy design, so as to give the industry a clear
guidance and a positive policy environment.



【Global focus: New Energy Vehicle International
Conference and Exhibition 2018 in August】

How do the automobile manufacturers catch the opportunity of the
development of China's new energy vehicle market? How to better promote
the technological innovation of new energy vehicles, promote the
coordinated development of industrial chain, and continue to maintain the
dominant position of our country in the global new energy automobile
industry pattern, has become a hot topic in the industry.

New Energy Vehicle International Conference and Exhibition is divided into
two parts: conference and exhibition. Among them, the conference activities
consisted of one main subject forum and seven sub-forums. The opening
ceremony and main forum on New Energy Vehicle, the Energy Storage
Industry Development Summit ， the Industry Park feature reception will be
held on August 23. And the different subject forums on the Intelligence
connected automobile, the charging technology, the automobile lightweight,
the New Energy vehicles in Urban Logistics, and the forum on Power
Battery and Graphene Industry will be held on August 24. All the forums will
revolve the hot topics in the current market, and talk about the opportunities
and challenges for manufacturers and new players in this field .

In the exhibition section, the Organizing Committee will invite mainstream
domestic and foreign automobile manufacturers, core component
companies, technical solution companies, and charging infrastructure
companies with the most advanced technology products as the highlight, to
participate in the exhibition. This is the world class platform for the those
who thrive on the business of new energy vehicle and intelligence
connected automobile industry.
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【 Shanghai International New Energy Vehicle Industry Expo2018】

Shanghai International New Energy Automobile Industry Expo 2018 will be
held on August 23-25, 2018 at the Shanghai New International Expo Center.
More than 600 exhibitors with 50000 square meters of exhibition area and
more than 50000 professional visitors will attend the Expo. At the last
exhibition, BYD, SAIC, GAC, BAIC, Geely, Chery, ZD, Zotye, Haima,
GreenWheel, Wuzhoulong, Changjiang-EV, KingLong, etc., as well as
Panasonic, TGOOD, Star charge and other industrial chain more than 500
enterprises appear at the exhibition.

In order to further expand and strengthen the exhibition and enhance the
global influence of the exhibition, the 2018 exhibition will expand the
development of specialized categories such as intelligence connected cars,
electric logistics vehicles, hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, etc., on the basis of
the existing exhibits. Through the establishment of special exhibition areas
and special theme activities to attract industry enterprises to participate in
the exhibition exhibition, the exhibition will become the world's largest new
energy automotive industry exhibition covering the whole car, core three
power, charging facilities and supporting products.



【Customize Service Guarantee Enterprise Participation Effect To
Realize Brand Promotion Demand】

Dinner
Infypower Night-more than 200 guests from government units, associations,
public transport, time sharing, logistics and other fields are invited to attend
the dinner.Promote the exchange of the industry, make the industry
mutually beneficial, for the Infypower Co., Ltd. to transport the most direct
and most high-quality cooperation resources, the activities are highly
praised in the industry.

New product press conference
Wuzhoulong new products conference-attracted full attention, accurate
invitation to more than 100 bus company leaders to attend the conference,
in the exchange of experience at the same time Wuzhoulong also harvest a
large number of high-quality customers, for the late orders to lay a solid
foundation.

Media conference
TGOOD conference-Organizing Committee to organize all invited media,
together with the enterprise booth.Achieved good results, after the
exhibition reported 120 data flow, greatly improve the exposure and visibility
of enterprises.
The customized service of New Energy vehicle International conference
and exhibition 2018 including the VIP reception, special promotion package,
keynote speech and other diversified services, which can meet the
demands of the exhibitors.

【The Future Starts Here】

1.Exhibition scope

New energy vehicle
battery electric vehicle：battery electric bus，battery electric city logistics
vehicle, battery electric passenger car, battery electric sanitation car, etc.
Hybrid cars: hybrid cars, plug-in hybrid buses and so on;
Other: fuel cell vehicles, programmable electric vehicles, super
capacitors, etc. Core parts and accessories of new energy vehicles

Power integration: motor, vehicle controller, power converter, transmission,
battery pack BMS, start and stop power supply, mobile car charger,
charging pile, etc. Solution: whole vehicle design, lightweight chassis,
variable speed power system, direct drive system, etc.

Supporting products: magnetic materials, connectors, flywheels, super capacitors,
related new materials, related testing equipment.
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New energy vehicle lightweight technology and new materials
and Intelligent technology applications.

◆Key components lightweight technology, body/chassis, structural components
and vehicle structure optimization design and vehicle lightweight innovative
solutions.

◆Carbon fiber composite materials,parts processing and forming technology,craft,
intelligent equipment.

◆New energy automobile interior and exterior trim parts, interior and exterior trim
processing technology and green natural fiber materials, biological materials
technology application and technology.

◆Intelligent network technology and unmanned driving technology, intelligent
equipment, intelligent robot and intelligent technology.

◆Aluminum alloy,Magnesium alloy,Titanium alloy lightweight materials,Super
rigid structure lightweight materials.

◆Injection molding technology and processing technology,hot runner system
technology,plastic mold,adhesive/plastic auxiliary materials/plastic raw
materials/auxiliaries.

◆Simulation technology, 3D printing technology and equipment, material testing,
testing equipment and technology.

◆Non-metallic lightweight materials.
Modified engineering plastics and polyolefin materials:PP，PE，PC ,PU，PA、ABS
Special engineering plastics:PEEK、PCTFE、PPS、PI、PSF、PTFE、PES、PAI、
PAR and so on
Plastic alloy：PC/ABS、PPO/PS、PC/PBT、PA/PP 、PC/PET and so on
Polyamide material：PA6、PA66、PA610、PA46、PA1010、PA11、PA12、PI and
so on
Polyester material：PET、PBT、UP、PMMA、PC、POM、PAR、PSF、PES、
PPO、PPS and so on
Thermoplastic elastomer, thermoplastic polyolefin elastomer (TPO), polyurethane
material, nylon material, synthetic resin.



2.Charge standard

IALTA members participate in government subsidies and other advertising and sponsorship fees.
Please contact us!

Type of enterprise
Light land
fee/rent

(from36㎡)

Amortization fee
(20 extracharges on

both sides)

Domestic enterprises ￥1600/㎡
/extension

￥16000/9 ㎡
/extension

Joint ventures between foreign countries,Hong
Kong, Macao and Taiwan in China

￥2600/㎡
/extension

￥26000/9 ㎡
/extension

Foreign and Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan
wholly owned Enterprises in China

￥3600/㎡
/extension

￥36000/9 ㎡
/extension



Concurrent
event

The 12th Shanghai International Electric Vehicle Supply Equipments Fair

The 10th Shanghai International Lithium Battery Industry Fair

The 9th Shanghai International Super-Capacitor Industry Fair

The 3rd Shanghai International Energy Storage Technology and Application Fair

■ If you wish to sign up for the exhibition, please complete the Exhibition contract, affix an
official seal and send it by fax or mail to:

IALTA
China Europe new energy intelligent automobile industry association
For more details, please scan the qr code of official WeChat.

http://www.ialta.org.cn

Add: 4F, Offshore Oil Tower, No.583 Lingling Road, Shanghai 200030 P.R.China
TEL：+86-021-34241896 34241895、34241885 34241826 FAX: 021-64389235
E-mail: davy.chen@secma.org.cn Dr. Davy Chen M：15618818036
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